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Abstract— It is a common idea that robotic design for human-robot interaction can benefit from approaches taken from human joint action research. In this position paper a predefined example is operationalized to shed light on recent findings in human movement coordination and turn-taking in repetitive tasks. Both topics are also considered for human-robot interaction. The paper closes with a discussion on open questions and unsolved problems that are not considered in human psychological research but play a major role when a transfer to robotics is intended.

I. INTRODUCTION

Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) as a field of research is getting more and more attention among researchers in both robotics and psychological research. The difficulty here is twofold: on the one hand, engineers and designers of robots often start by realizing a technically possible design but do not consider the actual needs and expectations of a human that has to interact with the robot. On the other hand, researchers in psychology tackle the joint action or interaction approach from a very fundamental point of view – which sometimes lacks the direct applicability into the robot design process. To provide some insight in actual problems that arise from this discrepancy a special case scenario was chosen: a simple joint pick and place task. In Section II and III this scenario and necessary assumptions for the following argumentation are outlined. In this position paper the focus is on behavioral differences that are established in reaction towards the behavior of the respective other actor. By tackling the behavioral differences between a human interacting with another human and a human interacting with a robot, it sheds light on the requirements a human-robot joint action task has to meet.

Finally we will argue that movement synchronization (MS) as a simple but basic phenomenon of human interaction might be a good way to improve HRI.

II. THE EXAMPLE SCENARIO

In the example which was proposed by the workshop organizers [1], a human and a robot, are standing at a table. Each actor has two numbered bricks and one triangle, see Figure 1a. Their task is to jointly build a pile from the bricks in front of them. The bricks have to be used in numerical order. In the end, one triangle has to be put on top. From this, two possible end-states arise, see Figure 1b.

If the already well-established definition for joint action, which Natalie Sebanz gave in 2006 is taken into account, namely that “[…] joint action can be regarded as any form of social interaction whereby two or more individuals coordinate their actions in space and time to bring about a change in the environment.” [2], the example can be considered as joint action between the human and the robot.

As the intention of this position paper is to highlight the differences in performance of human-human compared to human-robot interaction, the following sections will consider both scenarios. Therefore we also consider the same task being performed by two humans. Humans and robot will also be referred to as actors in the following.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Although a pick-and-place task is usually considered being a fairly simple task, it still requires a lot of different processes if the joint action should have a successful outcome. However, while these processes are cognitively also not trivial for interacting humans, they have the ability to do so while for today’s robots this is still a challenge [3].

First of all, both actors have to form a common representation of the task. Then, the task has to be planned and the role of each partner has to be assigned. Still being not ready to execute, the intention of the interaction partner has to be estimated in order to plan and adjust the own part appropriately. The latter is an ongoing process which is also required for online adjustment during task performance.

Although there are also a lot of open questions regarding the action planning process both in human and in robotic
research, this article focuses on the actual performance of the task. This process starts when the action planning and role assignment are already finished and both interaction partners know what to do. In order to constrain the scenario to this problem, we made some assumptions towards the given example:

1. Each actor is responsible for his part of the task and able to fulfill his part independently, i.e. no stabilization of the pile by one actor or similar is required while the other actor puts his brick down on top.
2. The actors already share the goal and know about the general task requirements.
3. Both actors know who is going to set the first brick: this actor will also set the triangle on top of the pile, see Figure 1b left. Together with assumption (2) this means that the intentions of the agents are clear.
4. In an HRI scenario, the robot is safe as the system runs robustly and reliably; colliding with the robot would not cause more harm to the human than colliding with another human.

IV. I AM ACTING, YOU ARE ACTING: SELF- AND OTHER ACTION REPRESENTATION

Considering assumption (2), the actors know about the task, the intended outcome and the necessary steps to be fulfilled by each actor. However, for being able to engage in a joint action task, each actor also has to form a representation of both one’s own and the other’s behavior during action execution.

A. ...human-human

According to the mirror neuron theory [4], humans use their own body schema to understand the behavior of their counterparts [5]. This means, that because they expect their interaction partner to have similar abilities compared to their own, they somehow take perspective of the other person, project their own abilities into this scenario and use this information to create a representation of what the counterpart is likely to do. Framed in the present example this means, if a human and another human are working together to build the pile, they have the “tools” to form the task representation of the other person and the success will only depend on each actor’s physical ability.

B. ...human-robot

But what happens when the body schema doesn’t match? Müller et al. [6] showed that already forming a representation of an out-group member might be biased (i.e. somebody who has a different skin color). However they also showed that this might be a matter of habit and conducted a second study in which they provided some prior information about the out-group member. Here the difficulties were overcome.

If now a human is confronted with a robot like in the given example, the formation of a representation might depend upon the level of physical human-like appearance of the robot [7] or to the level of training [8] a person has in the interaction with the robot (i.e. how much does the human know about the movement abilities of the robot). Thus, if there is no previous training available, and the robot doesn’t have a human-like appearance, forming a representation might be difficult for the human and bias the behavior that the robot might expect due to the data he has learned from observing human (e.g. by means of motion tracking).

When building a pile of bricks in an alternating way this might in the best case lead to hesitative behavior - because forming a plan costs more effort, or to more cautious behavior and bigger deviations - because the human wants to avoid collisions, an attempt that can already be observed in human joint action compared to human single action [9]. In the worst case the human might not even dare to share a workspace with the robot [10].

C. ...robot-human

The problem for the robot starts already by forming a representation of the task [11]. In order for being able to plan and re-plan its own actions, the robot needs to know geometrically where it is located in space, where the objects and the interaction partner are and what the outcome of the task should be. For the interaction itself this information has to be integrated in a higher level action plan with all information being available online. Thus, for the current example, the robot needs a system that allows for detection of the bricks’ and the pile’s location in relation to its own position. Furthermore, besides having a plan for its own action, it needs to be able to online detect how the environment is changing, i.e. where the human is located and how the general task is proceeding over space and time.

V. WE ARE ACTING: JOINT MOVEMENT COORDINATION AND TURN-TAKING

If both actors want to achieve the goal of a built-up pile they have to jointly work together because every actor can only fulfill part of the task. Due to the task constraints given, the actors have to alternate place a brick in the shared work space. For being able to coordinate one’s movements successfully with each other, both actors constantly need to adapt and keep track of what the other is doing in order to be able to online react to unexpected behavior. Furthermore, as the task is to be fulfilled alternately, the task requires turn-taking.

A. ...human-human

A very typical coordination behavior that emerges inevitably during repetitive pick-and-place tasks is some kind of rhythm formation or movement synchronization [12], [13]. Although for a long time being studied in undirected tasks like rocking in chairs [14], it was shown that this also holds true for goal-directed movements that require precise movements and bear similarities to pick-and-place tasks [15]–[17]. If an obstacle is introduced in one person’s workspace, and the trajectory is slightly modified, this also causes modifications especially in the temporal behavior of affects the interaction partner [18]. Nevertheless people do jointly engage in this task and make sure to adapt to the interaction partners restrictions. Thus, even if the task is therefore more difficult, people still synchronize their movements.
Synchronization is usually given when two actors perform the same action at the same time (in-phase relation), but also when they perform complementary movements at the same time (anti-phase). Framed to the given example, this means that during in-phase MS, actors would try to put their brick at the same time. Logically that is not very promising – therefore anti-phase MS seems the way to go, i.e. the first actor moves forwards to put his brick while the second actor moves backwards to catch the next one. Anti-phase behavior of this kind is what is also termed turn-taking. Here the actors have to determine whose turn it is to put the brick onto the pile in the joint workspace, while the other actor can use this time to prepare for the next step.

In general humans seem to have a coordination and timer model that helps them to estimate intervals between events. Moreover, there seems to be a coupling of intra- and interpersonal behavior during interaction to the extent that adjustments in intrapersonal coordination affect the coordination with another person, and vice versa. Finally, it was shown that reducing the variability in one’s own movements can be a strategy to achieve predictability for the interaction partner.

In the given example this means that people will adapt their own behavior to the behavior of the interaction partner, both in a temporal and in a spatial way. In milliseconds time they will find a rhythm for their interaction and MS is established. However if one person is setting the brick while the other person is moving backwards some deviating behavior will be performed. Both the temporal and the spatial adaptation are probably expected and incorporated into the action plan.

B. ...robot-human

Overall, MS seems to be a promising approach for human robot interaction. Different models are already available with the goal to include synchrony and turn-taking into the repertoire of robotic behavior. Revel and Andry [22] present a neural network architecture based on coupled oscillators that by changing the coupling direction is able to produce both synchronizing and turn-taking behavior between two robots. Another approach by Kose-Bagic et al. for designing a turn-taking robot (in a drumming game) is to use probabilistic models [23]. However both of these approaches were not designed for goal-directed behavior which would be necessary for building a pile.

Using data from a human-human interaction task [16], Mörtl et al. [24] showed that goal-directed movements can successfully be replicated by attractor dynamics of coupled phase oscillators inspired by the HKB model [25]. Here, participants established in-phase as well as anti-phase relations. This model predicts the dynamics of inter-human movement coordination and can directly be implemented to human–robot interaction. Going one step further, Mörtl et al. [17] describe the goal-directed interaction task by closed movement trajectories and interpreted those as limit cycles for which instantaneous phase variables are derived based on oscillator theory. Additionally, events are introduced as anchoring points which segment these trajectories into multiple parts. Utilizing both continuous phases and discrete events in a unifying view, a continuous dynamical process is designed which synchronizes the derived modes. With such a model it is possible for a robot to synchronize its motion to the behavior of a human while taking the picking and placing of the bricks as anchoring points in space and time.

C. ...human-robot

The developed concept in [17] was furthermore implemented to an anthropomorphic robot and successfully tested in a HRI task in which the robot performs a prototypical pick-and-place task jointly with human partners.

However, a very striking problem when it comes to MS and turn-taking in HRI is the problem of adaptation. In a study in which a human was interacting with a non-adaptive robot in a goal-directed tapping task, it was shown that humans do not over the full adaptation load to synchronize their movements with the robot [26]. Thus, there must be something in the interaction behavior of humans that triggers the share of the joint action. This means, humans only start their own adaptation to the joint action process if they perceive the adaptation also from the other side. The tricky thing here is that even if the robot is adaptive, the amount of adaptation is still to be determined. The models developed in [17] and [24] allow for an adjustment of the amount of adaptation and might therefore be a good start for exploring the actual acceptable amount that successfully trigger the emergence of adaptive behavior also in HRI. Preliminary results show that this difference is very fine-grained and might furthermore depend on personal preferences and the level of experience with regard to the interaction with robots. Furthermore, if the adaptation from the robot is too high, this might also cause a feeling of uncanniness with regard to the robots behavior.

Overall the model from [17] seems to be a good starting point also for describing an ongoing movement interaction as in the example. It is capable of both describing the timing of the turn-taking by emergent dynamics and also account for the events of picking and placing objects like bricks on a pile. A nice side effect of using MS dynamics for robotic action is, that it does not only support turn-taking behavior but is known to also increases affiliation between interaction partners – something that should not be neglected especially when thinking about social HRI [27], [28].

VI. DISCUSSION AND OPEN ISSUES

When considering the requirements for a successful joint action between a human and a robot, it appears that these requirements are of course similar, as the task for the robot has to be planned in the biological world. Thus, it seems beneficial to understand the underlying principles of human interaction in order to trying to reproduce them with a robotic system. However much human behavior is not understood in humans either and replicating human behavior in robotics, would require to first understanding the human behavioral principles in detail. Besides, when working on the problem of jointly picking and placing objects on the intersection of human and robotics some very practical problems arise:

(1) Although we considered the robot to be safe – and even if we assume that the robot is considered to be safe by
the interacting human – one cannot assume that the human will react in exactly the same way as it would with a human interaction partner. This might depend on experience in the interaction with robots, but could maybe also be reflected in the movements of the robot.

(2) If humans interact with each other they expect a certain range of velocity and reactivity connected to the given task. If this is not reflected in the robot’s behavior, it can lead to a feeling of uncertainty which might potentially lead to a reformation of the representation of the robot’s abilities because its behavior was not predictable. The same holds true for the movement profile: usually the minimum-jerk movement profile is considered to be human-like and therefore provides the best standard in HRI research. However little is known about how humans actually perceive and accept this behavior with respect to its application on different robotic arms.

In both cases, MS could increase predictability by means of rhythm generation and by meeting temporal and spatial expectations. As MS is a simple but very influential phenomenon in human interaction, we think that it is a promising approach to equip a robotic system with the ability to recognize and make use of synchronous mechanisms to be able to interact with humans in a predictable and even social way. In this context, also the breakdown of MS could be interesting to study, as this is also a means for communication [29, 30]. However, as mentioned before it is very important to consider the extent to which the robot should adapt to the behavior of the human. This might on the one hand trigger reciprocity and mutual engagement but also prevent a perceived uncanniness in the robots behavior and thus increase its acceptance as partner for the joint action task.
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